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a b s t r a c t
We introduce a mixed-frequency score-driven dynamic model for multiple time series
where the score contributions from high-frequency variables are transformed by means
of a mixed-data sampling weighting scheme. The resulting dynamic model delivers a
flexible and easy-to-implement framework for the forecasting of low-frequency time series
variables through the use of timely information from high-frequency variables. We verify
the in-sample and out-of-sample performances of the model in an empirical study on the
forecasting of U.S. headline inflation and GDP growth. In particular, we forecast monthly
headline inflation using daily oil prices and quarterly GDP growth using a measure of
financial risk. The forecasting results and other findings are promising. Our proposed
score-driven dynamicmodelwithmixed-data samplingweighting outperforms competing
models in terms of both point and density forecasts.
© 2018 International Institute of Forecasters. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In studies concerning the forecasting of economic time
series with several variables, we often need to overcome
complexities related to the different sampling frequencies
at which we observe the variables over time. The chal-
lenges ofmixed data frequency are reviewed in the context
of econometric analysis by Ghysels and Marcellino (2016)
and discussed in the context of forecasting by Andreou,
Ghysels, and Kourtellos (2011) and Armesto, Engemann,
and Owyang (2010). In cases of economic forecasting in
particular,where both economic and financial variables are
relevant, the distinction between low- and high-frequency
data sampling can be substantial. Financial variables, such
as stock prices, commodity prices and exchange rates, are
typically available at the daily frequency, and increasingly
∗ Correspondence to: Department of Econometrics, Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam School of Business and Economics, De Boelelaan 1105, 1081
HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
E-mail address: s.j.koopman@vu.nl (S.J. Koopman).
at the intraday level (ultra-high frequency), since it is rela-
tively straightforward to record financial transactions elec-
tronically. On the other hand, it is both more complicated
and more costly to collect data on economic variables,
such as inflation and gross domestic product (GDP) growth.
Hence, economic variables are available typically at the
quarterly ormonthly level.When the interest is in the fore-
casting of economic variables, the high-frequency financial
variables may be relevant as predictors, and may be ca-
pable of improving the forecast accuracy. Recent research
studies, such as those by Adrian, Boyarchenko, and Gian-
none (2018) and Carriero, Clark, and Marcellino (2018),
among others, have highlighted the key role of variables
measuring financial conditions in the context of forecasting
macroeconomic variables.
Awidely usedmethod for incorporating high-frequency
data into models for forecasting low-frequency variables
is the mixed data sampling (MIDAS) method of Ghysels,
Santa-Clara, and Valkanov (2004). MIDAS is a regression-
based method that transforms high-frequency variables
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijforecast.2018.11.005
0169-2070/© 2018 International Institute of Forecasters. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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into low-frequency indicators via a parsimonious weight-
ing scheme with possibly different weights for data sam-
pled at a high frequency (within the low-frequency
period). The weighting scheme can reflect the notion that
more recent observations should be more informative for
predicting future values of the low-frequency variable. The
MIDAS approach (or touch) can be used easily within a (dy-
namic) regression model, but it can also be adopted within
othermodels, including vector autoregressive anddynamic
factor models. For instance, Marcellino and Schumacher
(2010) considered a two-step approach that combined
principal component analysis and MIDAS regressions.
The current study adopts a dynamic model with score-
driven time-varying location and scale parameters. Creal,
Koopman, and Lucas (2013) and Harvey (2013) have de-
veloped a general framework for specifying time-varying
parameter models in an observation-driven setting. The
resulting class of models is referred to as generalized au-
toregressive score (GAS) models. The defining feature of
GASmodels is that the time-varying parameters are driven
by the score of the predictive log-likelihood function. The
use of the score as an updating mechanism is intuitive: it
can be viewed as a Newton–Raphson update that delivers
a better fit, in terms of likelihood maximization, for the
next period, conditional on past and current information.
The score-driven updates have an optimality property.
Blasques, Koopman, and Lucas (2015) show that the score
update is optimal in that it minimizes the Kullback–Leibler
divergence with respect to an unknown true distribu-
tion. Score-drivenmodels provide an appealing forecasting
method and have been employed successfully in a range
of empirical applications for forecasting economic and
financial variables, see for instance Delle Monache and
Petrella (2017) on forecasting inflation, and Blasques, Ji and
Lucas (2016) and Lucas and Zhang (2016) on forecasting
exchange rates. In a more general context, the forecast-
ing performances of GAS models are investigated in de-
tail by Koopman, Lucas, and Scharth (2016). Finally, GAS
models are appealing because they are flexible in terms
of their specification, while retaining a simple practical
implementation. The estimation of unknown parameters
in GAS models can be based on standard likelihood infer-
ence that does not require computationally-intensive or
simulation-based methods.
Our main contribution is the introduction of a flexible
and easy-to-implement forecasting method for mixed fre-
quency variables that is based on a score-driven dynamic
model. In particular, we consider a factor structure in
which the score innovations from the high-frequency vari-
ables are transformed into a low-frequency score
function via a MIDAS weighting scheme. We name the
resulting approach MIDAS-GAS. The MIDAS-GAS model
retains all of the appealing features of standard GAS mod-
els and elevates the MIDAS approach to a more general
device for handling mixed frequencies. For example, we
illustrate how the MIDAS-GAS framework can be used
to specify mixed-frequency models with conditional het-
eroscedastic errors and parameter updates that are robust
to outliers. Furthermore, we adopt the weighted likeli-
hood approach of Blasques, Koopman, Mallee and Zhang
(2016) for the likelihood-based estimation of parameters
in the MIDAS-GAS model. We discuss how the proposed
weighted likelihood method can be reduced to the stan-
dard maximum likelihood method when considering only
the likelihood contributions of the variable of interest.
These developments deliver a computationally fast and
easy-to-implement methodology for parameter estima-
tion, analysis and forecasting. We illustrate the use of the
MIDAS-GAS framework for producing forecasts of monthly
U.S. headline inflation and GDP growth. In particular, we
consider daily crude oil inflation as a predictor for forecast-
ing monthly inflation, and take a daily measure of financial
condition as a predictor for quarterly GDP. Furthermore,
we also show how the MIDAS-GAS approach can be used
for nowcasting, and apply it to the nowcasting of GDP
growth. We present a detailed account of our forecasting
and nowcasting study, including providing comparisons
with many competing models, such as MIDAS regression
models, autoregressive models and standard GAS models.
The results show that the performance of the MIDAS-GAS
model is promising in terms of both point and density
predictions.
An alternative approach to MIDAS-based methods for
dealing with mixed frequency data is provided by state
space time series analyses that rely on the Kalman filter.
This approach involves aligning the data at the highest
data sampling frequency and introducingmissing observa-
tions for the low frequency variables. The Kalman filter is
then used to handle these artificial missing observations,
see Blasques, Koopman et al. (2016), Mariano and Mura-
sawa (2003) and Schumacher and Breitung (2008) for such
solutions, including interesting illustrations. One limita-
tion of this more rigorous approach relative to our MIDAS-
GAS model is that the Kalman filter requires Gaussian
and homoscedastic errors. There is a considerable body of
empirical evidence that shows the importance of account-
ing for heteroscedastic errors and fat-tailed distributions
in order to obtain more accurate forecasts for economic
time series; see for example Creal, Schwaab, Koopman, and
Lucas (2014).
We proceed as follows. Section 2 introduces our general
modeling framework based on the MIDAS-GAS model and
the weighted likelihood method for parameter estimation.
Section 3 presents our MIDAS-GAS dynamic factor model
with heteroscedastic errors and robust parameter updates.
Section 4 illustrates the two empirical applications of the
forecasting ofmonthlyU.S. headline inflation and quarterly
GDP growth. Section 5 concludes.
2. The MIDAS-GAS model
Assume that our aim is to forecast a key economic
variable that is denoted by yLt . The variable is observed
sequentially over time at a low data sampling frequency,
as indicated by L. We assume that another related variable
xHt can be observed at a high data sampling frequency, as
indicated by H , where L < H . This second variable is not of
interest in itself, but we assume that it can be exploited in
order to help us obtain more accurate forecasts for the key
variable yLt . Hence, at each time point t of the low frequency








where xHt ∈ R
nx is a vector-valued variable that contains all
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available high-frequency observations within time period
t , and where nx is the number of observations of the high-
frequency variable that is available in time period t . For ex-
ample, when we forecast monthly headline inflation, that
is yLt , using daily crude oil inflation, that is x
H
t , we have nx
being equal to the number of working days in a month. For
notational convenience and simplicity of exposition, we
assume that both variables y and x are univariate. However,
all of the results discussed below can be extended to the
multivariate case in a straightforward way.
2.1. The MIDAS touch
Of the range of forecasting methods that use mixed-
frequency data, the MIDAS regression is regarded as a
simple and direct forecasting method. We consider the
multiplicativeMIDAS specification as explored by Bai, Ghy-
sels, and Wright (2013) and Chen and Ghysels (2010).
Denote the h-step-ahead forecast of yLT by ŷ
L
T+h|T , where T
denotes the sample size. This forecast can be constructed
by considering the p-lag multiplicative MIDAS regression
given by
yLt+h = c + Dp(B, b)y
L
t + Dp(B, a)
nx∑
i=1
ωi(ϕ)xHi,t + ϵt , (1)
for t = 1, . . . , T , where c is an intercept, Dp(B, z) = z0 +
z1B+· · ·+ zpBp is a lag polynomial function with backshift
operator B, b = (b0, . . . , bp)′ and a = (a0, . . . , ap)′ are
unknown parameter vectors, and ωi(ϕ) for i = 1, . . . , nx
areweighting coefficientswith a parameter vectorϕ, and ϵt
is an identically independently distributed (iid) error with
mean zero and variance σ 2. Ghysels et al. (2004) advo-
cate a parsimonious weighting function for ωi(ϕ), where
i = 1, . . . , nx, based on exponential Almon lag or Beta lag
parameterizations. The qth order exponential Almon lag is
specified as
ωi(ϕ) =
exp(ϕ1i + ϕ2i2 + · · · + ϕqiq)∑nx
i=1 exp(ϕ1i + ϕ2i2 + · · · + ϕqiq)
,
for some q-dimensional parameter vector ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . ,
ϕq)′. In practice, q is set equal to two, which reduces the
Almon lag to a normalized exponential quadratic weight-





where Beta(·;ϕ1, ϕ2) is the probability density function of
a Beta distribution with parameter vector ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2)′.
Fig. 1 presents some illustrations of weighting functions
that are based on second-order exponential Almon and
Beta lags, from which we can conclude that the shapes of
theseweighting functions are very flexible. The parameters
of the MIDAS regression include c , b, a, ϕ and σ 2, which
can be estimated using either nonlinear least squares or
maximum likelihood (ML). We obtain the h-step-ahead
forecast ŷLT+h|T in the usual way. Andreou et al. (2011), and
the references therein, present a more detailed discussion
of MIDAS regressions.
2.2. The MIDAS-GAS filter
We incorporate the mixed data sampling method using
a parsimonious weighting function for the class of score-
driven models that are proposed by Creal et al. (2013)
and Harvey (2013), and refer to the resulting framework as
MIDAS-GAS. The GAS filter provides a convenient frame-
work for modeling time-varying parameters in an econo-
metric model. The time-varying parameters are specified
as autoregressive processes, where the innovations are
the scores of the predictive log-likelihood function. This
flexible approach leads to an observation-driven specifica-
tion that facilitates inference in a straightforward manner
because the likelihood function is available in closed form
through the prediction error decomposition. We present
the derivation of the MIDAS-GAS filter below.
We consider a multivariate conditional distribution for
the observable variables yLt and x
H
t that is of the form
yLt , x
H




t |ft;ψ), t = 1, . . . , T , (2)
where p(·|ft;ψ) is a (nx + 1)-variate conditional density,
ft is the time-varying scalar or vector, and ψ is a vector
of static parameters. Furthermore, we assume that (i) yLt
is independent of xHt conditional on ft , and (ii) all ele-
ments of the vector xHt are iid conditional on ft . These
assumptions have also been adopted for other dynamic
multivariate time series models, including dynamic factor
models andmultivariateGASmodels; see for example Creal
et al. (2014) and Doz, Giannone, and Reichlin (2011). The
conditional independence assumption does not imply that
the variables are overall (or unconditionally) independent,
since the dependencies between yLt and x
H
t , and between
the elements of xHt , are determined by the common time-
varying parameter ft . Given these conditions, the joint
conditional density of yLt and x
H
t can be factorized as
p(yLt , x
H






where py(·|ft;ψ) is the conditional density function of yLt
and px(·|ft;ψ) is the conditional density function of xHi,t , for
i = 1, . . . , nx and t = 1, . . . , T .
The GAS model is defined through its time-varying pa-
rameter ft , which is specified as an autoregressive process
driven by the score of the predictive log-density in Eq.
(3). Under standard differentiability conditions, the score
function ∇t = ∂ log p(yLt , x
H









where ∇yt = ∂ log py(yLt |ft;ψ)/∂ ft and ∇
x
i,t = ∂ log px(x
H
i,t |
ft;ψ)/∂ ft . In the GAS literature, the score in ∇t is some-
times rescaled to account for the curvature of the likeli-
hood; see Creal et al. (2013) for a more detailed discussion.
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Fig. 1. Weighting functions based on exponential Almon and Beta lags. Notes: Theweights are assigned to daily observationswithin amonth using different
parameters of the exponential Almon lag (left) and Beta lag (right) functions.








t for some given scaling
factors Syt and Sxi,t . For instance, these scaling factors can
either be chosen to be some transformation of the Fisher
information or be simply set equal to one. The score inno-
vation st is easy to interpret: the score s
y
t can be viewed as
the information from yLt that is used for updating the time-
varying parameter ft . Similarly, the score sxi,t provides the
information from xHi,t for updating ft . In the GAS framework,
the score st is used as the innovation for updating the
time-varying parameter ft . It implies that the sources of
information are weighted equally over the score contri-
butions sxi,t , for i = 1, . . . , nx. Since our objective is to
forecast the variable yLt , it is a bit restrictive to assume
that the predictive content of the elements sxi,t , for i =
1, . . . , nx, is the same. For instance, in some situations it
may be reasonable to assume that the score innovations
at the end of time period t may be more informative for
predicting yLt+1 because they are closer to time period t+1.
We therefore introduce a MIDAS weighting scheme for the




i,t . This allows the
more recent score innovations to receive more weight. The
resulting MIDAS-GAS filter takes the simple form






where δ, β , αy, αx and ϕ are static parameters that need to
be estimated. The parameter δ is the constant and deter-
mines the mean of ft , which is given by δ/(1 − β) when
|β| < 1. The parameter β is the autoregressive coefficient
and determines the persistence of process ft . The param-
eters αy and αx determine the relative importance of yLt
and xHt , respectively, for updating ft and predicting future
values of yLt . Given that the autoregressive dynamics of ft
in Eq. (4) are of order one, and only the contemporaneous
score innovations syt and sxi,t are considered, we refer to
this specification as the MIDAS-GAS(1,1). However, it is
straightforward to extend Eq. (4) to a higher-order speci-
fication by adding lags of ft and of the score innovations.
Furthermore, we currently treat ft as a scalar, but, in gen-
eral, it can be a vector of time-varying parameters.
The MIDAS-GAS model specified by Eqs. (2)–(4) is very
general: it allows a wide class of observation densities
to be considered. For instance, the MIDAS-GAS filter can
be employed when the observed variables yLt and x
H
t are
ordinal or categorical, or originate from densities such as
the ordered logit. We refer the reader to the paper by Creal
et al. (2014) for a review of possible applications in this
context. We present some MIDAS-GAS specifications with
dynamicmeans and variances in Section 3. These specifica-
tions are well suited for obtaining point and density fore-
casts of economic variables. In addition, Section 3 shows
that the MIDAS-GAS approach nests the multiplicative MI-
DAS model in Eq. (1) when a Gaussian distribution for the
error term is considered.
2.3. Weighted likelihood estimation
One of the appealing features of GAS models is that the
likelihood function is available in closed form through the
prediction error decomposition, meaning that ML estima-
tion is easy to implement and computationally fast. This
feature also applies to the case of our MIDAS-GASmodel in
Eqs. (2)–(4), for which we need to estimate the parameter
vector θ = (ψ ′, δ, β, αy, αx, ϕ′)′ that contains all of the
static parameters in the model. As an alternative to ML,
we consider the weighted maximum likelihood (WML)
approach, as proposed by Blasques, Koopman et al. (2016)
for a Gaussian dynamic factormodel withmixed frequency
data. They show that forecasting can be improved by us-
ing parameters that are estimated by maximizing a like-
lihood function that gives different weights to different
dependent variables, in our case yLt and x
H
t . The novelty
is in introducing variable-specific rather than observation-
specific weights in the likelihood function. This method is
particularly appealing in our setting because we are only
interested in forecasting the low-frequency variable yLt ,
with the high-frequency variable xHt being used only as a
predictor.
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By following Blasques, Koopman et al. (2016), the
weighted likelihood of the MIDAS-GAS model can be ex-
pressed as
LWT (θ ) =
T∑
t=1






for a predetermined weight W ∈ [0, 1]. When the weight
W is set to one, the weighted likelihood function reduces
to the usual likelihood function; when the weight W is set
to zero, only the likelihood of the variable yLt is considered.
We highlight the fact that setting W = 0 may lead to
a lack of identifiability of some parameters; this needs to
be accounted for on a case-by-case basis, when we have
a specific model at hand. Some parameter restrictions for
ensuring identifiability are discussed in Section 4. Themax-
imization of theweighted likelihood function is carried out
via standard numerical optimization routines. In general,
the weight W cannot be estimated along with the other
parameters. A cross-validation approach can be considered
for selecting an appropriate value for the weightW .
In the empirical applications of Section 4, we set the
weight to zero, and therefore consider only the likeli-
hood contribution of the univariate time series yLt . Al-
though Blasques, Koopman et al. (2016) show that a
different choice of the weight may provide better out-of-
sample forecast results, we considerW = 0 in order to ob-
tain a simple form of the likelihood function. Furthermore,
it facilitates a more realistic forecasting comparison with
other models in the empirical study. In the case where we
set W to zero, the MIDAS-GAS model can be regarded as a









ωi(ϕ)sxi,t , t = 1, . . . , T .
The high-frequency variable xHt still enters the MIDAS-
GAS updating equation for the time-varying parameter ft
through the score innovations sxi,t . Hence, this model can
be viewed as a univariate GAS model with an exogenous
predictor xHt . Therefore, the standard asymptotic theory for
the ML estimation of GAS models of Blasques, Koopman,
and Lucas (2014) applies in this case.
3. A MIDAS-GAS factor model
This section develops a selection of stylized dynamic
factormodel specifications formixed frequency data based
on the general MIDAS-GAS modelling framework in
Eqs. (2)–(4). We formulate a parsimonious factor forecast-
ing model that can be regarded as a multivariate time-
varying parameter model for mixed frequency data. The
time-varying parameters are for both the location (or
mean) and the scale (or variance) of the observations. A
















, t = 1, . . . , T , (5)
where the scalar λµ is the factor loading for the high-
frequency variable, 1n is a n × 1 vector of ones, the scalar
µt is the time-varying location variable, and the error ϵ
y
t
and the errors in the vector ϵxt = (ϵ
x




pendent of each other, are serially independent (over time
index t), and come from some parametric distributions. In
particular, the error ϵyt has a mean zero and unit variance,
and the error ϵxi,t has a mean zero and variance λσ , for i =
1, . . . , nx and t = 1, . . . , T . The specification in Eq. (5) en-
tails a factor structure for µt . The inclusion of the dynamic
scale variable σ 2t enables the model to capture conditional
heteroscedasticity in the data. Conditional heteroscedas-
ticity is analyzed widely in financial time series using the
generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity
(GARCH) model of Bollerslev (1986) and Engle (1982). Our
treatment for σ 2t below is similar to GARCH, and is even
equivalent when normal errors are assumed; see the dis-
cussion by Creal et al. (2013). Allowing for conditional
heteroscedasticity can be particularly useful for improving
density forecasts.
We specify the dynamic location µt and the scale σ 2t
according to the MIDAS-GAS updating equation in Eq. (4),
that is,






















where syt and sxi,t are the score contributions for the time-
varying mean µt from the variables yLt and x
H
i,t , respec-
tively, and vyt and vxi,t are the score contributions for the





The functional forms of the score innovations syt , sxi,t , v
y
t
and vxi,t depend on the choice of the distributions of the
error terms ϵyt and ϵxt . In what follows, we consider two
different specifications for the error terms: (i) the normal
distribution and (ii) the Student-t distribution. The use of
a Student-t distribution leads to a more robust updating of
the time-varying mean and variance.
In the first specification, we consider the errors to be
distributed normally: ϵyt ∼ N(0, 1) and ϵxi,t ∼ N(0, λσ ). For
this specification, and by scaling the score using the Fisher
information, we obtain the score innovations, which are,
up to a constant, given by
syt = y
L









t − µt )
2









The specification in Eqs. (6) and (7) nests themultiplicative







σ = βσ = 0, the model for yt
becomes












ωi(ϕ)xHi,t−1, t = 1, . . . , T .
This corresponds to the multiplicative MIDAS models of
order one that are developed by Bai et al. (2013) and Chen
and Ghysels (2010). The MIDAS-GAS can be extended to
higher orders by including more lags of µt and of the
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score innovations. In a similar way, the factor MIDAS-GAS
can nest multiplicative MIDAS of any order, as long as the
normal distribution is considered for the errors.
In the second specification, we assume that ϵyt come
from a Student-t distribution with zero mean and unit
variance: ϵyt ∼ tv(0, 1). Hence, the conditional density
function of yLt is given by




Γ ( ν+12 )
Γ ( ν2 )
√
π (ν − 2)σ 2t
(
1 +
(yt − µt )2
(ν − 2)σ 2t
)− ν+12
,
where ν > 2 represents the degrees of freedom of the
Student-t distribution for ϵyt . The use of a Student-t distri-
bution can be particularly important for density forecasts
when the time series of interest yHt exhibits fat tails. Fur-
thermore, as we will illustrate below, the Student-t model
specification delivers a robust update for the time-varying
parameter in the MIDAS-GASmodel that may lead to more
accurate point forecasts. The Student-t distribution for the
error terms in ϵxt can also be considered. However, we
keep the exposition simple by considering a normal dis-
tribution for the terms in ϵxt . We stress that the choice of
the distribution of ϵxt is less relevant than the choice of
that of ϵyt , because we are not interested in forecasting
xHt . Furthermore, we consider mainly the estimation of the
parameters using the WML method, with W = 0. For this
second specification, the score innovations (up to a scaling
constant) are given by
syt =
(ν + 1)(yLt − µt )










(ν + 1)(yLt − µt )
2
(ν − 2) + (yLt − µt )2σ
−2
t
− σ 2t ,
vxi,t = (x
H





These score innovations are robust against outliers. This is
a convenient feature of the GAS framework when it relies
on fat-tailed distributions; see Harvey and Luati (2014)
and Harvey (2013) for a discussion of robust score updates
with the Student-t distribution.
We can identify three differences between the MIDAS-
GAS model and the widely-used Gaussian linear dynamic
factor model. First, we do not restrict ϵyt and ϵxt to come
from Gaussian distributions. Second, the dynamic factor
process is non-linear due to the score updatingmechanism,
which minimizes the KL divergence locally between the
true measure of the data and that implied by the factor
model; see the discussion by Blasques et al. (2015). Third,
the MIDAS touch incorporated in the dynamic factor pro-
cess in Eq. (6) balances the predictive information from yLt
and xHt in a different way from the MIDAS factor model
of Marcellino and Schumacher (2010). The MIDAS factor
model extracts the factors directly from xHt , and the result-
ing high-frequency factors are then included as regressors
in a standard MIDAS regression. It is also different from
the MIDAS dynamic factor model of Frale and Monteforte
(2011), which is basically a bivariate Gaussian model with





′ and a single factor.
Bothmodels rely on both Gaussian and linear assumptions,
such that methods of principal component analysis (PCA)
and the Kalman filter can be used for extracting factors
and producing forecasts. The GAS filter in our model has
the appealing feature that it is not limited to Gaussian and
linear assumptions. As a result, density forecasts can be im-
proved by incorporating stochastic volatility and distribu-
tions with fat tails. This has been documented extensively
in studies where the forecasting performances of dynamic
modelswith stochastic volatility are considered; see for ex-
ample Chib, Nardari, and Shephard (2002), Kim, Shephard,
and Chib (1998) and Tse and Tsui (2002). However, the
analysis for such models is demanding computationally,
and Bayesian methods are often used. On the other hand,
the estimation of MIDAS-GAS models is straightforward,
relatively fast and based on standard maximum likelihood
methods.
4. Empirical applications
Next, we employ the MIDAS-GAS factor model for fore-
casting U.S. headline inflation and gross domestic product
(GDP) growth. In our first application, we forecast the key
variable of monthly headline inflation using daily crude
oil inflation as the high-frequency variable. In our second
application, we forecast the key variable of quarterly GDP
growth using a daily measure of financial conditions, as
obtained from the S&P 500 stock index. This allows us
to assess the performance of the MIDAS-GAS model for
different frequencies and different variables.
4.1. Forecasting monthly inflation with daily oil prices
4.1.1. The dataset and in-sample results
There is some evidence in the economics literature that
oil prices have relevant predictive content for U.S. infla-
tion; see for example Clark and Terry (2010) and Stock
and Watson (2003). We consider time series of monthly
U.S. headline inflation and crude oil inflation from January
1986 to August 2018. Fig. 2 presents the time series plots.
We consider the MIDAS-GAS factor model presented in
Section 3, where the parameters are estimated by theWML
method with W = 0. We impose the following parameter
restrictions. First, we consider a random walk process for
the time-varying mean (or location) by imposing βµ = 1
and δµ = 0. Furthermore, we set λσ = 1 in order to ensure
identifiability; the variance λσ can be set to any positive
value, and the resulting model will be equivalent, up to
a reparameterization. Finally, we consider a second-order
exponential Almon lag function for the MIDAS weights,
with ϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2)′. The factor MIDAS-GAS model with the
restrictions above can be written as a univariate model for
yLt of the form
yLt = µt + σtϵ
y
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Fig. 2. The headline consumer price index (CPI) inflation and oil price inflation. Notes: Left: Themonthly headline inflation, computed as the first difference
of the logarithm of monthly consumer price indices (CPI). Right: The daily oil price inflation, computed as the first difference of the logarithm of daily WTI
crude oil prices.
Table 1









σ δσ βσ llik AIC
t-MIDAS-GASg 4.86 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.34 0.01 3.48 0.83 −892.81 4.61
t-MIDAS-GAS 4.24 0.16 0.30 0.18 – - 7.62 – −926.23 4.76
MIDAS-GASg – 0.14 0.18 0.10 0.24 0.00 4.63 0.91 −906.13 4.67
MIDAS-GAS – 0.15 0.28 0.15 – - 8.57 – −977.24 5.02
The last two columns report the log-likelihood and the average AIC value, respectively.
where the score innovations have the functional form as
in either Eq. (7) or Eq. (8), depending on the choice of the
distribution for the errors.
We analyze four different specifications of the MIDAS-
GAS model in Eq. (9). The t-MIDAS-GASg has a Student-
t error for yLt , and the score innovations are given by Eq.
(8); the t-MIDAS-GAS is the same as the t-MIDAS-GASg but
without conditional heteroscedasticity, that is, βσ = αxσ =
αyσ = 0; the MIDAS-GASg has a normal error for y
L
t and
the score innovations are given by Eq. (7); and the MIDAS-
GAS is the same as the MIDAS-GASg but with a constant
variance, that is, βσ = αxσ = α
y
σ = 0. Table 1 presents the
estimation results. We find that the Student-t distribution
improves the in-sample fit, as the models with Student-
t errors perform best in terms of the Akaike information
criterion (AIC). In addition, the degrees of freedomparame-
ters ν are estimated as relatively small values, around four,
which indicates the presence of fat tails. The better fit of
the Student-t model is not surprising, since the headline
inflation series exhibits several extreme observations; see
Fig. 2. Furthermore, the conditional heteroscedasticity of
the error term delivers a clear in-sample improvement in
terms of AIC. This finding is also coherentwith the volatility
clustering of the inflation series that we can observe in
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 presents the graphs of the estimated MIDAS
weighting functions for the four different model specifica-
tions. The graphs show that the estimated functions give
more weight to more recent observations of the high fre-
quency variable within the month. This result is coherent
with the notion that observations further away in time
should be less relevant for forecasting the future values of
the variable of interest. Furthermore, the results are rather
consistent across the different models, as the shapes of the
four weighting functions are very similar.
4.1.2. Out-of-sample exercise
We consider two forecasting tasks: point forecasting
and density forecasting. Point forecasting is a core task
of central banks and is carried out on a daily basis. For
example, inflation forecasts facilitate the use of forward-
looking monetary policy, which supports the computa-
tion of the ex ante real interest rate for determining the
aggregate demand or IS curve for an economy. Density
forecasting is important because it provides a risk metric
for the accuracy of the point forecast. We evaluate the
performances of point forecasts using the forecast mean
squared error (FMSE), and those of density forecasts using
the log score criterion. The log score criterion is a standard
method for evaluating density forecasts that is based on
Kullback–Leibler divergence; see for instance Geweke and
Amisano (2011).
The full data sample consists of 392 months, and runs
from April 1986 to August 2018. We split this sample into
two subsamples: the first sample of 187 months is used as
an in-sample training period, and the second sample of 200
months is used for out-of-sample evaluation. We consider
a rolling window forecasting exercise, meaning that the
length of the in-sample estimation period is equal to 187
months for all forecasts. We further consider multi-step
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Fig. 3. Estimated MIDAS-GAS weighting functions for the four model specifications using monthly inflation with daily oil prices. Notes: The horizontal
axis indicates the day in the month (there are about 21 working days in a month). More weight on the last days of the month indicates that more recent
observations are more relevant.
forecasts, from one to six months ahead. We highlight the
fact that the forecasts have the same horizon for the high-
and low-frequency variables; for instance, the 1-month-
ahead forecast of January CPI is obtained using (low- and
high-frequency) data up to the end of December only. In
addition to our four MIDAS-GAS models, we also include a
set of competing models for the purpose of forecast com-
parison, including MIDAS regression models, autoregres-
sive models, standard GAS models and the MIDAS factor
model of Frale and Monteforte (2011). For these models,
we consider Student-t error distributions and conditional
heteroscedasticity. Table 2 displays the specifications of
the competing models that are included in the compari-
son. The MIDAS regression models and the autoregressive
models are estimated as direct forecasting methods for
each forecasting horizon. The statistical significance of the
difference in performance of eachmodel, compared to that
of a benchmark model (t-MIDAS-GASg), is tested using the
Diebold–Mariano (DM) test of Diebold andMariano (1995).
In general, the DM test is problematic when testing nested
models. However, Giacomini and White (2006) showed
that the DM test remains valid when a rolling window ap-
proach is considered. We therefore adopt a rolling window
forecasting exercise.
Table 3 reports the results of the forecasting study.
It shows that MIDAS-GAS models tend to have the best
performances in terms of point forecasts, except for one-
step-ahead forecasts, where the variants and extensions
of multiplicative MIDAS regressions perform equally well.
Furthermore, we notice that the inclusion of conditional
heteroscedasticity and Student-t errors plays a major role
in the success of our framework. The t-MIDAS-GASgmodel
tends to have the best performance among the set of
MIDAS-GAS models. We obtain a similar result for density
forecasts. Here, the t-MIDAS-GASg has the best perfor-
mance for several forecasting horizons. Overall, we can
conclude that MIDAS-GAS models can deliver accurate
forecasts relative to a wide pool of competing models.
Table 2
Specification of the competingmodels used in the out-of-sample exercise.
Model description
t-MIDASg(p) The p-lag MIDAS regression in Eq. (1) with
Student-t and conditionally heteroscedastic errors.
t-MIDAS(p) The p-lag MIDAS regression in Eq. (1) with
Student-t errors.
MIDASg(p) The p-lag MIDAS regression in Eq. (1) with normal
and conditionally heteroscedastic errors.
MIDAS(p) The p-lag MIDAS regression in Eq. (1) with normal
errors.
t-ARg(p) Autoregressive model of order p with Student-t
and conditionally heteroscedastic errors.
t-AR(p) Autoregressive model of order p with Student-t
errors.
ARg(p) Autoregressive model of order p with normal and
conditionally heteroscedastic errors.
AR(p) Autoregressive model of order p with normal
errors.
t-GASg Standard GAS model with Student-t and
conditionally heteroscedastic errors.
t-GAS Standard GAS model with Student-t errors.
GASg Standard GAS model with normal and
conditionally heteroscedastic errors.
GAS Standard GAS model with normal errors.
fMIDAS The MIDAS factor model of Frale and Monteforte
(2011).
Given the importance of inflation forecasting, we regard
these findings as strongly supporting our MIDAS-GAS
framework.
4.2. Forecasting GDP growth with financial condition mea-
sures
4.2.1. The dataset and in-sample results
Our second illustration concerns the forecasting and
nowcasting of quarterly U.S. GDP growth, which is another
key economic variable. The high frequency predictor vari-
able for our MIDAS-GAS model is a basic daily measure
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Table 3
Relative MSE and log score criterion values for the different model specifications using monthly inflation with daily oil prices.
Forecast mean squared error Log score criterion
h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 h = 6 h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 h = 6
t-MIDAS-GASg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 −2.45 −2.63 −2.65 −2.63 −2.62 −2.63
t-MIDAS-GAS 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 −2.48 −2.68 −2.68 −2.63 −2.61 −2.61
MIDAS-GASg 0.99 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 −2.51** −2.80** −2.86* −2.87* −2.90** −2.96*
MIDAS-GAS 0.99 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 −2.68* −2.97* −2.97* −2.94 −2.94 −2.96
t-MIDASg(2) 0.98 1.02 1.03* 1.03* 1.02** 1.02* −2.46 −2.67 −2.74** −2.73*** −2.71*** −2.71***
t-MIDAS(2) 0.97 1.05 1.03 1.05** 1.03** 1.03* −2.57 −2.78* −2.75 −2.75* −2.72 −2.71
MIDASg(2) 0.95 1.01 1.02* 1.03* 1.02 1.03* −2.52 −2.84** −2.93** −2.99*** −3.00** −3.13*
MIDAS(2) 0.95 1.02* 1.03* 1.06* 1.04** 1.04* −2.79* −3.07* −3.08* −3.09* −3.05* −3.09*
t-MIDASg(4) 1.00 1.04 1.05* 1.06** 1.04** 1.03** −2.49 −2.69 −2.74** −2.72*** −2.72*** −2.72***
t-MIDAS(4) 1.01 1.03* 1.03** 1.05** 1.04*** 1.03*** −2.61** −2.80* −2.79* −2.79* −2.79** −2.80*
MIDASg(4) 1.00 1.05* 1.07* 1.07** 1.05** 1.03** −2.55 −2.80* −2.90** −2.87** −2.89** −2.93*
MIDAS(4) 1.00 1.05* 1.06* 1.08** 1.06** 1.03* −2.79* −3.09* −3.14* −3.12* −3.08* −3.07*
t-ARg(2) 1.07** 1.03 1.01 1.01*** 1.01*** 1.01** −2.56*** −2.67 −2.67 −2.66* −2.66* −2.65
t-AR(2) 1.08** 1.04 1.02 1.03** 1.02** 1.01** −2.59** −2.70 2.64 −2.64 −2.63 −2.62
ARg(2) 1.07** 1.01 1.00 1.01* 1.01* 1.01 −2.63** −2.83* −2.91* −2.92** −2.96** −3.02*
AR(2) 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.03** 1.02** 1.01** −2.82* −3.03* −3.00 −2.98* −2.98* −2.97*
t-ARg(4) 1.08** 1.04 1.02* 1.01* 1.01 1.01* −2.58*** −2.69* −2.69* −2.66* −2.66* −2.65
t-AR(4) 1.08** 1.05 1.02 1.03* 1.02* 1.01** −2.62*** −2.70 −2.66 −2.64 −2.62 −2.62
ARg(4) 1.09*** 1.04* 1.02* 1.02 1.01* 1.01* −2.65*** −2.85** −2.93** −2.92** −2.95** −3.02*
AR(4) 1.08* 1.06* 1.04* 1.04** 1.02** 1.01** −2.86** −3.13* −3.12* −3.08* −3.04* −3.03
t-GASg 1.11*** 1.05* 1.05** 1.03 1.04 1.02 −2.59*** −2.74** −2.77*** −2.72* −2.67 −2.72**
t-GAS 1.15*** 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.02 −2.68*** −2.72* −2.70 −2.66 −2.63 −2.64
GASg 1.08*** 1.02 1.01* 1.01* 1.01* 1.01 −2.63*** −2.86* −2.95* −2.94* −2.99** −3.05*
GAS 1.06* 1.01 1.01* 1.01* 1.01* 1.01* −2.83** −3.03* −3.05* −3.00 −3.00 −3.02
fMIDAS 1.13*** 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.02 −2.88** −2.97* −2.97 −2.94 −2.83 −2.91*
Notes: The first six columns of the table report the ratio of the MSE of each model to that of the benchmark model (t-MIDAS-GASg) for several forecasting
horizons (from one to six steps ahead). A value greater than one indicates that the model underperforms the benchmark model, while the opposite is true
when the MSE ratio is smaller than one. The last six columns report the log score criterion for several forecasting horizons (from one to six steps ahead).
Bold values indicate the best performing model for a given horizon.
***Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 0.1%.
**Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 1%.
*Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 5%.
of financial condition. In particular, we consider the log-
squares of the S&P 500 log-returns as a predictor: we have
xit = − log(r2it ), where rit denotes the log-returns of the
S&P 500 index, on day i in month t . The use of this type
of financial risk measure for forecasting GDP growth has
gained some attention in recent times. Johannes, Lochstoer,
and Mou (2016) and Orlik and Veldkamp (2014) show
that agents form beliefs regarding economic growth using
signals of financial risk. Furthermore, the recent literature
has also found that the vulnerability and downside risk of
economic growth are preceded by volatility increases; see
for example D’Agostino, Gambetti, and Giannone (2013)
and Gourio (2012). These interactions between economic
growth and financial risk are also discussed in the context
of intermediary asset pricing; see for example Brunner-
meier and Sannikov (2014).
We adopt xit as our basic indicator of (the inverse of)
the financial volatility for illustrating the implementation
of MIDAS-GAS models because it is available on a daily
basis with a sufficiently long series of historical data. More
comprehensive financial condition indicators such as the
weekly National Financial Conditions Index (NFCI), con-
structed from 105 measures of financial risks including
equity volatility, credit spreads and the term spread by
the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, are also available,
but with a much shorter history. The time series that we
consider are from the first quarter of 1950 to the second
quarter of 2018. Fig. 4 shows the quarterly GDP growth
series and the daily measure of financial risk.
Table 4 reports the estimates of the MIDAS-GAS mod-
els. The results reveal that the use of the Student-t dis-
tribution leads to a small improvement in the in-sample
fit. The in-sample fit improves even further when condi-
tional heteroscedasticity is included in the models. Fig. 5
presents the estimated MIDAS weighting functions. Inter-
estingly, we observe that the estimated functions tend to
give more weight to days in the first and second months
of the quarter. This confirms the common wisdom that
financial variables are ‘‘fast’’ and macroeconomic variables
are ‘‘slow’’ in their evolutions over time. A similar dis-
cussion applies to structural vector autoregression anal-
ysis for macroeconomic and financial risk variables; see
for example Carriero et al. (2018) and Galí and Gambetti
(2015). Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2014) also suggest
that an increase in volatility after a low-volatility period
may precede a downward move in output growth. Hence,
the optimal timing of the effect is not necessarily at the
end of the intraday period (most recent high-frequency
observations), as we witness in Fig. 5.
4.2.2. Out-of-sample exercise
We perform a similar rolling-window forecasting ex-
ercise as in the empirical application for inflation. The
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Table 4









σ δσ βσ llik AIC
t-MIDAS-GASg 9.12 1.94 0.24 0.17 0.13 0.00 9.11 0.98 −700.51 5.19
t-MIDAS-GAS 7.12 1.79 0.28 0.21 – - 11.66 – −719.81 5.31
MIDAS-GASg – 1.86 0.33 0.18 0.13 0.00 12.06 0.97 −704.68 5.21
MIDAS-GAS – 1.81 0.32 0.21 – - 11.75 – −726.36 5.35
Note: The last two columns report the log-likelihood and the average AIC, respectively.
Fig. 4. The GDP growth rate and the financial risk measure. Notes: Left: The quarterly GDP growth rate. Right: The daily financial risk measure, xi,t =
− log(r2i,t ).
Fig. 5. Estimated MIDAS-GAS weighting functions for the four model specifications using the GDP growth rate with the measure of financial risk. Note:
The horizontal axis indicates the day in the quarter (there are about 63 working days in a quarter).
forecasts are obtained for one to six quarters ahead, and
the out-of-sample period is from 1989 to 2018. In the
case of quarterly GDP growth, the time-varying mean of
the MIDAS-GAS models is specified as an autoregressive
process of order two, as this may capture some more of
the richer dynamics that we associate with business cycle
features. Table 5 reports the results. The MIDAS-GAS mod-
els tend to have the best performances in terms of point
and density forecasts, except for one-step-ahead forecasts,
where the best performer is the multiplicative MIDAS re-
gression, extended with Student-t errors and with condi-
tional heteroscadasticity. It is evident from the results in
Table 5 that using the Student-t distribution and includ-
ing conditional heteroscedasticity are both important for
improving the performances for both point and density
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Table 5
Relative MSE and log score criterion values for the different model specifications using quarterly GDP growth rates with the daily measure of financial risk.
Forecast mean squared error Log score criterion
h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 h = 6 h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 h = 6
t-MIDAS-GASg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 −2.23 −2.22 −2.25 −2.26 −2.29 −2.30
t-MIDAS-GAS 0.99 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02 −2.32 −2.31* −2.33 −2.34 −2.35 −2.35
MIDAS-GASg 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.02 −2.23 −2.26 −2.33* −2.44* −2.49* −2.48*
MIDAS-GAS 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.02 −2.35* −2.36** −2.37* −2.38 −2.38 −2.39
t-MIDASg(2) 1.01 1.05* 1.04 1.03 1.06 1.08 −2.22 −2.26 −2.33 −2.26 −2.40 −2.43
t-MIDAS(2) 1.00 1.06* 1.06 1.04 1.05 1.07 −2.32 −2.36** −2.38* −2.38* −2.39 −2.41
MIDASg(2) 1.01 1.05* 1.04 1.03 1.06 1.08 −2.26 −2.32* −2.45 −2.56 −2.66 −2.62
MIDAS(2) 1.01 1.06* 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.07 −2.37* −2.41*** −2.43** −2.42** −2.44* −2.46**
t-MIDASg(4) 0.98 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.11 1.11 −2.20 −2.29* −2.37* −2.38 −2.46* −2.48*
t-MIDAS(4) 0.99 1.05 1.07* 1.08 1.11 1.11 −2.31 −2.34* −2.38* −2.40* −2.42* −2.42*
MIDASg(4) 0.99 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.11 1.11 −2.26 −2.37 −2.44 −2.58 −2.69 −2.71
MIDAS(4) 0.99 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.11 1.10 −2.35* −2.39** −2.42** −2.44** −2.46** −2.46**
t-ARg(2) 1.00 1.04* 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.04 −2.21 −2.23 −2.28 −2.30 −2.33 −2.35
t-AR(2) 1.00 1.04* 1.04 1.04 1.03 1.03 −2.29 −2.31 −2.34 −2.35 −2.34 −2.35
ARg(2) 1.00 1.05* 1.06 1.06 1.05 1.05 −2.26 −2.31 −2.36 −2.49 −2.53 −2.52
AR(2) 1.00 1.05* 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.03 −2.37* −2.41*** −2.44*** −2.45** −2.45* −2.45*
t-ARg(4) 1.00 1.04* 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.03 −2.21 −2.23 −2.28 −2.30 −2.33 −2.34
t-AR(4) 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.03 −2.28 −2.30 −2.34 −2.34 −2.34 −2.34
ARg(4) 1.00 1.05* 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.05 −2.26 −2.31 −2.36 −2.47 −2.53 −2.52
AR(4) 0.99 1.04 1.05 1.04 1.03 1.02 −2.37* −2.39** −2.41** −2.41** −2.41* −2.41*
t-GASg 1.02 1.06** 1.05* 1.04 1.02 1.01 −2.23 −2.24 −2.28 −2.30 −2.32 −2.33
t-GAS 1.02 1.05** 1.05* 1.03 1.02 1.01 −2.32 −2.33* −2.35* −2.34 −2.34 −2.34
GASg 1.02 1.05* 1.05* 1.04 1.02 1.01 −2.29 −2.30* −2.33* −2.37 −2.37 −2.38
GAS 1.00 1.05** 1.05* 1.04 1.02 1.01 −2.37* −2.39** −2.41** −2.41* −2.41* −2.40
fMIDAS 1.02 1.07** 1.06* 1.06 1.04 1.04 −2.37* −2.41*** −2.44*** −2.45** −2.45* −2.45*
Notes: The first six columns of the table report the ratio of the MSE of each model to that of the benchmark model (t-MIDAS-GASg) for several forecasting
horizons (from 1 to 6 steps ahead). A value greater than one indicates that a model is underperforming the benchmark model, while the opposite is true
when the MSE ratio is smaller than one. The last six columns report the log score criterion for several forecasting horizons (from one to six steps ahead).
Bold values indicate the best performing model for a given horizon.
***Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 0.1%.
**Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 1%.
*Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 5%.
forecasting. The DM test shows that several models pro-
duce forecasts that are significantly less accurate than the
t-MIDAS-GASg model, especially for the case of density
forecasts. Overall, then,we conclude thatMIDAS-GASmod-
els are able to deliver accurate and competitive forecasts.
4.2.3. Nowcasting
A strong motivation for the use of MIDAS can also be
found in the nowcasting literature; see for example Mar-
cellino and Schumacher (2010). We therefore also illus-
trate our MIDAS-GAS approach for the nowcasting of U.S.
GDP. In our framework, nowcasting can be implemented
in a straightforward way by shifting time index t one pe-
riod forward for the high-frequency variable. Assume that
the aim is to predict yT+1 and that the last observations
available are yT and xs,T+1. For instance, in the case of
GDP, in quarter T + 1 we have the financial risk measure
being observed up to some day s in quarter T + 1. In this
nowcasting setting, we define the s-period shifted variable
xst = (x1+s,t , . . . , xnx,t , x1,t+1, . . . , xs,t+1)
′. The specification
of the MIDAS-GAS filter then becomes








where sx,si,t denotes the score innovation from the shifted
variable xsi,t , which is the ith element of the vector x
s
t . The
estimation of the parameters in the model is carried out by
WML; see the discussions above.
We consider the nowcasting of quarterly GDP growth
by utilizing the daily riskmeasure of the financial condition
that becomes available for the days in the first and second
months of the corresponding quarter. For example, for
one-month nowcasting, the vector of daily measures that
enters the model includes the daily observations in the
last two months of the previous quarter plus those in the
first month of the most recent quarter. Table 6 reports the
results of our nowcasting exercise. The results show similar
performances (our benchmarkmodel here isMIDAS-GASg)
across the models. There is no clear winner for the point
forecasting; however, in case of density predictions, we
find that models without conditional heteroscedasticity
have significantly lower nowcast accuracies than MIDAS-
GASg. Overall, we can conclude that the performances of
the MIDAS-GAS models and the multiplicative MIDAS re-
gressions are comparable in this nowcasting exercise for
U.S. GDP.
5. Conclusion
We have introduced the MIDAS-GAS model as a novel
modelling approach to forecasting and nowcasting with
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Table 6
Relative MSE and log score criterion values for the different model speci-
fications using quarterly GDP growth with daily financial risk measure.
One month Two months
FMSE Log score FMSE Log score
t-MIDAS-GASg 1.02 −2.20 1.03 −2.20
t-MIDAS-GAS 1.01 −2.30* 1.00 −2.30*
MIDAS-GASg 1.00 −2.20 1.00 −2.20
MIDAS-GAS 1.00 −2.35** 0.99 −2.34**
t-MIDASg(2) 1.01 −2.19 1.02* −2.19
t-MIDAS(2) 1.02* −2.30* 1.02 −2.30*
MIDASg(2) 1.02* −2.23 1.02* −2.23
MIDAS(2) 1.01 −2.35** 1.01 −2.35**
t-MIDASg(4) 0.99 −2.18 1.00 −2.19
t-MIDAS(4) 1.00 −2.30 1.00 −2.29
MIDASg(4) 1.00 −2.23 1.00 −2.24
MIDAS(4) 0.99 −2.34* 1.02 −2.35**
fMIDAS 1.06* −2.42*** 1.10 −2.42***
Notes: The first two columns of the table report the relative MSE relative
to the benchmark model (MIDAS-GASg) and the log score criterion for
one-month-ahead nowcasting. The last two columns report the results for
two-month-ahead nowcasting. Bold values indicate the best performing
model for a given horizon.
***Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 0.1%.
**Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 1%.
*Indicates the significance level of the DM test at 5%.
mixed-frequency data on economic variables. The MIDAS-
GAS model transforms the predictive log-likelihood score
contributions of the high-frequency variables through a
MIDASweighting scheme. The proposed approach has sev-
eral advantages, as it retains all of the appealing features
of the GAS models while at the same time accounting
for mixed frequencies using MIDAS. Based on the gen-
eral MIDAS-GAS framework, we have developed a novel
forecasting model with dynamic factor structures for the
location and scale. The method has shown promising fore-
casting performances in two key economic applications.
In the first case, the forecasting of monthly U.S. headline
inflation using daily crude oil prices is considered. In the
second case, the forecasting and nowcasting of quarterly
GDP growth using a daily measure of financial condition
are considered. For both cases, we report favorable results
for MIDAS-GAS in both forecasting and nowcasting.
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